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SECTION_A
l. AII parts for this question are compulsory : (2x10=20)

(a) Find the 8n derivative of x2e*.

(b) If x2: au * b% Y' : au - bv, then fird f+l f+)\d/v \dul,
(c) Find the stationary points of

f(x,y):5x2+ 10y2+ l2xy-4x-6y+ l.
(d) If x: u(l + v), y: v (l * u), then find the Jacobian of

u, v with respect to x, y.

Ir r rl
Reduce ttre matrix 

[ : t t ] into normal form.(e)

(0 prove that the matrix o =;|[,1,,_1,' 
],, 

unitary.

I x2

(g) Evaluate J JxeY axdv.
00

(h) Evaluate l(-3/2).
(i) Find the value of m if F = mxi - Sf * Zzk isa solenoidal

vector.
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( ) Find the unit normal at the surfac e z= * * y2 at the point

(1,2,5).

SECTION--+

2. Attempt any three parts of the following: (3x1F30)

/ f "\m(a) If y=1x+r/l+x' | , thenfindthenftderivativeofyat-\)
x: 0.

(b) Find the maximum and minimum distance of the point

(1,2,-1) from the sphere * + t' * z2 =24.

(c) Find the eigen values and eigen vectors of the following

matrix:

r ^ lo 5ll' rl-2 -3 -4 l.
I^lL 3 s 7)

(d) Evaluate III("-' +byz +czzldxdydz where v is the
V

region bounded by x2 + t' + * < l.

(e) Verify Gauss's divergence theorem for the function

F=*2i +4+yri.. over unit cube.

SECTION-C
Attempt any two parts from each question of this section. All
questions are compulsory. [(2x51x5:5911

3. (a) State and prove Euler's theorem for homogeneous

functions. t
(b) Expand f(x, y) - ex tan-r y in powers of (x- 1) and (V - l) j

upto two terms of degree 2.
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' (c) If z : f(x, y) where x = e' cos v, y : eu sin v, prove that

(af), *l,g), =g_2u [rg),.rq.],][a.,/ ('ay] -v 
[t a,,i (a,i ]

o(x,y,z)4. (a) Ifx+y+z:rt,Y*z:rtv,z=uvw,thenfind r,u,n-'
(b) The two sides of a triangle are measured as 50 cm and

70 cm, and the angle between them is 30o. If there are

possible errors of 0'5% in the measurement of the sides

and 0'5 degree in that of the angle, find the maximum

approximate percentage error in measuring the area of
the triangle.

(c) Show that u : y + 7- v : x + 2*, w : x - 4yz - 2y2 are not

independent. Find the relation between them.

5. (a) Test the consistency and hence, solve the following set of
equations:

l0y * l2: g,

3x+3y*22:1,
2x-3Y -z:5,

x+2y=4.
(b) Using elementary transformations, find the rank of the

following matrix:

l-z -l 3 -llt.ti I 2 -3 -ttA:l l.I r o r rl
llL 0 I I -ll

(c) Examine the following vectors for linearly dependent and

find the relation between them, if possible :

X, : (1, l, -1, 1), Xr: (1, -1,2,-l), X, : (3, l, 0, 1).
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6. (a) Prove that , ./[. f(zn) = 22o-r r1n; r[, * 1) .

where n is not a negative integer o, )"ro.''
(b) Change the order of integration and hence evaluate

oy

I Jy"-v'l* d*dy.
00

(c) Find the area ofthe region occupied by the curves y2: x
andY'=4-x'

7. (a) Show that the vector field F =yz:t+(zx+l)+*y[ i,
conservative. Find its scarar potential. Arso find the work

done by F in moving a particle from (1, 0, 0) to (2, l, 4).
(b) Prove rhat :

curl(Fx G) = Fdiv d - G oiu F+ (G. DF- tF.vF.
(c) ff divftr)r]=0, where i isthepositionvectorofapoint

(x, y, z), then find (r). .
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